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Executive Summary
Head-to-head competitions between GOP candidate websites show that campaigns too
frequently place campaign objectives ahead of voter needs. Competition experiments, using 15
undecided voters, found that the websites of Michele Bachman and Hermann Cain were the most
effective at influencing voters. Surprisingly, the website of GOP front-runner, Mitt Romney, was
one of the worst.
Methodology Overview
Specifically, the objectives of the interviews were:
●

To determine which candidate website creates the best overall experience for voters by
assessing the general usability of each candidate’s website.
To identify design inconsistencies and usability problem areas within the user interface
and content areas.
To determine to what extent candidate websites balance organizational objectives with
user wants, needs and motivations.
To establish baseline user performance and user-satisfaction levels for each website for
future usability evaluations.

●
●
●

Due to the large number of candidates and the still uncertain nature of the front-runner, we used a
representative sample of six out of the nine candidates who participated in this fall’s presidential
debates. The candidates we selected represent a broad cross section of both Republican
ideology and website design and functionality. The candidates selected for this study were:
○
○
○
○
○
○

Michele Bachmann - michelebachmann.com
Herman Cain – hermaincain.com
Jon Huntsman - jon2012.com
Rick Perry - rickperry.org
Mitt Romney - mittromney.com
Rick Santorum - ricksantorum.com

Testing was conducted October 21-24, 2011 using 15 undecided voters recruited from throughout
the U.S. with a mixture of demographic characteristics and voting histories (5 Democrat / 4 Mixed
/ 6 Republican). Each interview was structured as a head-to-head competition experiment, i.e.
each participant completed the same set of tasks on two different candidate websites. To ensure
fair coverage and to determine a “winner”, the websites and their order varied from participant to
participant.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
10

Voting History
Mixed
Mixed
Republican
Republican
Democrat
Mixed
Democrat
Mixed
Republican
Democrat

Contest
Perry vs. Huntsman
Cain vs. Huntsman
Romney vs. Cain
Santorum vs. Perry
Santorum vs. Romney
Huntsman vs. Bachmann
Romney vs. Perry
Cain vs. Bachmann
Perry. Vs. Bachmann
Perry vs. Cain
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11
12
13
14
15

Republican
Republican
Republican
Democrat
Democrat

Huntsman vs. Romney
Cain vs. Santorum
Romney vs. Bachmann
Bachmann vs. Santorum
Huntsman vs. Santorum

The tasks were identical for all participants and candidate websites.
●
●
●
●
●

Task 1: Find the candidate’s website; provide impressions of homepage and site
design
Task 2: Locate candidate biography information
Task 3: Find information on the issue you think is most important in this election
Task 4: Make a $10/month campaign contribution
Task 5: Sign up for newsletter

After completing both rounds, participants were asked which website had the better overall
experience.
Results Summary
The results of our research indicate that republican candidate websites frequently place campaign
objectives ahead of voter needs, wants and motivations.
Candidate
Bachmann
Cain
Huntsman
Perry
Romney
Santorum

Losses
1
1
2
2
4
5

Wins
4
4
3
3
1
-

Major findings include:
•

The Bachmann and Cain campaigns had the best overall user experience.
Bachmann and Cain’s campaign websites both won four of the five rounds in which they
participated.

•

Those campaigns that provided detailed information about candidate’s positions on the
issues in an easy-to-read format fared best. Bachmann and Cain’s discussion of
issues is characterized by the use of bullet points, strategic bolding, and brevity
while their peers tend to rely on longer blocks of text.

•

Email collection “splash” pages positioned before every candidate’s homepage are
annoying and confusing to participants often to the point that they leave the site entirely.

•

While video drives higher engagement, most candidates have yet to develop the types of
videos that voters want to see. The Perry campaign’s use of video is exceptional
among its peers in this regard, identifying just the right mix of content, tone and length.

•

The Romney campaign website suffers from mission-critical failures that are
relatively easy to resolve such as lack of a homepage navigation item and hard to
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identify secondary navigation in the “Issues” section. These problems kept participants
from accomplishing their tasks, believing that content they sought did not exist.
•

The Huntsman campaign’s biography timeline of the candidate is exceptional in
terms of engagement, despite being located at the bottom of the page. Participants often
spent more than 10 minutes reading, and then re-reading, every word and commenting
on the numerous pictures.

•

Participants viewed engagement with the campaign as a funnel or process,
beginning with using the website to familiarize themselves with the candidate and their
stance on issues. All participants stated that they would sign up for the email newsletter
if they were serious about the candidate, but had not yet decided to vote for him, or didn’t
yet want to donate/volunteer. Those who found the “Register” area on candidate
websites, considered this to be a higher level of engagement that coincided with the
decision to donate or volunteer. Candidate websites which tried to short cut this process
by pressuring participants too early to volunteer or donate were often penalized.
Candidates need to perfect this funnel process in order to effectively engage and mobilize
voters. We believe this engagement to mobilization process, not social media, is
the most critical online priority for all candidates in the 2012 election cycle.

•

A major cause of confusion is use of the phrase “Join the Campaign”. This is
related to the funnel process detailed above, with participants indicating that “Join the
Campaign” was too high a level of commitment when they simply wanted to get a
newsletter. Similarly, while some candidates use the term “Join the Campaign” for
receiving a newsletter, others used the term to indicate advanced campaigning tools for
supporting the candidate.

•

That many Republican candidate websites borrow elements from Obama’s 2008
campaign is not lost on voters, who recognize and call out these elements in detail.

Additional information on findings as well as findings by candidate are detailed later in this report
along with recommended follow up actions be taken to address issues most likely to cause voter
confusion
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Methodology Detail
Testing was conducted October 21-24, 2011. Fifteen participants (7 female, 8 male) were
recruited to participate in our study. In order or take part in the study, participants were required to
be 18 years of age or older and voting-eligible U.S. residents. Additionally, we only recruited
participants who identified themselves as currently undecided in the 2012 presidential election.
Six of our participants self-reported being primarily in Republican voters in previous elections, five
self-reported being primarily Democratic voter in previous elections, and 4 reported typically
voting for a mixture of candidates in previous elections.
Overall, the participants showed a fairly diverse cross-section of U.S. demographics. Participant
ages ranged from 18 to 75 or older, with the bulk participants falling in the 26-59 range, and with
three participants over the age of 60. Moreover, participants were distributed across 10 states
and were fairly diverse both in terms of annual household income and education. The
overwhelming majority of our participants (11), however, identified themselves as Caucasian.
Finally, participants were fairly experienced Internet users. The average amount of time spent
online, per week, was 28.8 hours ranging between 10 and 60 hours per week.

Age Range
18-15

26-39

40-59

60-74

75 or older

3

4

4

3

1

Number of
Participants

State

Number of
Participants

AK

AR

CA

GA

MA

NC

OH

PA

TX

VA

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

2

2

1

Annual Household Income (dollars)

Number of
Participants

< 25K

25K-35K

5

1

35K-50K

2

50K-75K

75K125K

125K200K

>200K

2

1

2

3
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Education

Number of
Participants

Less than
High
School

High
School
Diploma

Some
College

0

0

3

Associate’s
Degree

Bachelor’s
Degree

Post
Graduate
Degree

0

7

4

Participants were interviewed individually for approximately 75 minutes from the comfort of their
homes using screen-sharing technology. Verbal communication was supported via telephone or
their computer’s internal microphone, while a webcam allowed the capture of participant’s nonverbal behaviors and gestures. Normal Modes’ remote usability lab handled data collection.
To ensure fair coverage and to determine a “winner”, every candidate’s website competed
against every other candidate’s website exactly once so that each candidate’s website was tested
five times. Although five tests is the minimum number of tests required to identify statistically
significant trends for a single website, the similarity of content and site layout between these sites
means that we have 30 tests of presidential candidate websites. Overall trends in the usability of
candidate websites were readily identifiable.
Participants were randomly assigned to candidate pairings using a sequence generated by
random.org.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Contest
Perry vs. Huntsman
Cain vs. Huntsman
Romney vs. Cain
Santorum vs. Perry
Santorum vs. Romney
Huntsman vs. Bachmann
Romney vs. Perry
Cain vs. Bachmann
Perry. Vs. Bachmann
Perry vs. Cain
Huntsman vs. Romney
Cain vs. Santorum
Romney vs. Bachmann
Bachmann vs. Santorum
Huntsman vs. Santorum

Each session began with a participant briefing by the moderator. Participants were encouraged to
“think aloud” so that a verbal record will exist of the task-website interaction. Participants were
advised that they were not being tested. They were evaluating the website, rather than the
moderator evaluating the participant.
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For each website, the moderator asked a series of probing questions to obtain the participant’s
impressions. The moderator and a second usability specialist observed participant’s interactions,
behavior and comments and recorded their findings in Morae, a data logging application designed
for user testing.
Tasks were derived from use case scenarios common across all sites. Due to the extent of
functionality provided by each website and each participant’s limited time commitment, the tasks
consisted of the most common, broad use cases rather than more in-depth analysis of specific
functionality. The tasks were identical for all participants and candidate websites.

●
●
●
●
●

Task 1: Find the candidate’s website; provide impressions of homepage and site
design
Task 2: Locate candidate biography information
Task 3: Find information on the issue you think is most important in this election
Task 4: Make a $10/month campaign contribution
Task 5: Sign up for newsletter

After each task, the participant provided feedback about the aesthetic appeal and ease-of-use for
pages associated with the task and completed the post-task questionnaire. After all tasks had
been attempted, the participant were asked to decide which candidate’s website was the best
overall experience.
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Results Detail
Bachmann and Cain’s campaign websites both won four of the five rounds in which they
participated. Bachmann’s site won the round with Cain’s, but lost its round with Perry’s.
Conversely, Santorum’s site won no rounds. Romney’s only win was in its round with Santorum’s
website.
There appeared to be no relationship between a participant’s voting history and their perception
of a candidate’s website experience. Indeed, one Democrat judged the Bachmann website the
better experience despite expressing strong disagreement with most of the content contained on
the site.
While we did not screen for participants who had visited campaign websites, only one participant
had visited a candidate’s website within three months prior to this study. That participant was not
assigned, by chance, to review that candidate’s site.

Total Wins
Candidate
Bachmann
Cain
Huntsman
Perry
Romney
Santorum

Losses
1
1
2
2
4
5

Wins
4
4
3
3
1
-

Breakdown by Participant
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Voting History
Mixed
Mixed
Republican
Republican
Democrat
Mixed
Democrat
Mixed
Republican
Democrat
Republican
Republican
Republican
Democrat
Democrat

Contest
Perry vs. Huntsman
Cain vs. Huntsman
Romney vs. Cain
Santorum vs. Perry
Santorum vs. Romney
Huntsman vs. Bachmann
Romney vs. Perry
Cain vs. Bachmann
Perry vs. Bachmann
Perry vs. Cain
Huntsman vs. Romney
Cain vs. Santorum
Romney vs. Bachmann
Bachmann vs. Santorum
Huntsman vs. Santorum
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Winner
Huntsman
Cain
Cain
Perry
Romney
Bachmann
Perry
Bachmann
Perry
Cain
Huntsman
Cain
Bachmann
Bachmann
Huntsman

Breakdown by Voting History
Democrat
Candidate
Bachmann
Cain
Huntsman
Perry
Romney
Santorum

Losses
1
1
3

Wins
1
1
1
1
1
-

Losses
1
2
1
-

Wins
2
1
1
-

Losses
1
3
2

Wins
1
2
1
2
-

Mixed
Candidate
Bachmann
Cain
Huntsman
Perry
Romney
Santorum

Republican
Candidate
Bachmann
Cain
Huntsman
Perry
Romney
Santorum
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Global Findings & Suggested Improvements
The pages that follow discuss global findings shared among multiple candidate websites, and,
where appropriate, provide recommended changes and justifications driven by participant
behaviors and comments.
These recommendations will improve campaign websites’ overall ease of use, while ensuring that
voters have easy access to the information they need.
These findings are grouped by task.
●
●
●
●
●

Task 1: Find the candidate’s website; provide impressions of homepage and site
design
Task 2: Locate candidate biography information
Task 3: Find information on the issue you think is most important in this election
Task 4: Make a $10/month campaign contribution
Task 5: Sign up for newsletter

Additional observations and recommendations about issues specific to each candidate’s website
are provided later in this report.
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Task 1: Find the candidate’s website; provide impressions of homepage
and site design
Email collection “splash” pages positioned before every candidate’s homepage are
annoying and confusing to participants often to the point that they leave the site entirely.
All candidates use a “splash page” to collect visitors’ email addresses and zip codes, most often
with a difficult to locate link to the real homepage, marked here with a red rectangle, and
obscured somewhere “below the fold,” marked here at a generous 600 pixels from the top of the
page.
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These splash pages confused several participants, including all participants over the age of 60.
Participants often assumed that they had gone to the wrong website, and returned to their Google
search results. Subsequently, they navigated to a) other websites they suspected could be the
candidate’s, b) news websites, c) Wikipedia, or d) the candidate’s donation page, which usually
appeared in a Google Ad at the top of the search results. All participants who clicked on a
candidate’s Google Ad immediately returned to Google without reading or interacting with the
donation page. Participants often verbally expressed confusion about how to get to the “real”
homepage or surmised that the splash page was the only content on the candidate’s website.
“This does not look clean enough to be [Romney’s] website.” – Republican voter
While trying to find Perry’s website after viewing the splash page and returning to search results,
one participant mistook a newspaper’s website (Houston Chronicle) for the candidate’s website
and became frustrated with her navigation choices before completely giving up five minutes later.
Of those participants who recognized the first page as a splash page, many had difficulty
discovering how to navigate to the real homepage. Romney’s website, in particular, was difficult
because the link to the homepage always fell “below the fold” on participants’ computer screens,
and the page’s design gave no visual indications of additional content that was available by
scrolling downwards.
Of the fifteen participants viewing 30 websites, none supplied their email address or zip code on
the splash page.
An additional source of confusion to participants was that all candidates’ websites “cookie”
visitors to prevent displaying the splash page on subsequent visits. This created problems for
participants in later tasks (See Task 5: Newsletter below) when they were asked to sign up for the
newsletter. Having learned that the splash page was where they would go to enter their email
address, many participants became lost when they couldn’t figure out how to return to the splash
page.

Recommendation
Email collection splash pages should be removed or retooled as modal windows on front of the
real homepage content.

•

Option 1: In lieu of a splash page, better integrate email newsletter subscription into core
websites. We recommend the approach used by the Bachmann campaign (see Task #5
below), in which opportunities to sign up for the newsletter appear throughout the site.
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•

Option 2: Alternatively, present the email/zip code splash page as a modal window over
the homepage so voters have visual cues about content located below the modal
window.
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Task 2: Locate candidate biography information
Participants expressed confusion about how biographical navigation was titled.
The word “About” was found to be lacking in sufficient detail or appeared to be “lazy.” A few
participants wondered aloud if “about” referred to the campaign or the candidate himself.
While the term “Meet Michele” did not affect any participant’s ability to find biographical
information, some participants noted that “Meet Michele” could mean that the section contained
information about upcoming appearances and events where they could meet the candidate in
person.
Santorum’s “Why Rick?” might make sense in the context of his other navigation (his issues
navigation is named “Where I Stand”), but a majority of participants found his biographical
information from the homepage by clicking on a feature image entitled “Meet Rick and Family”
rather than through the primary navigation.
The Romney campaign’s use of the term “Bio” was most favored, though some participants
suggested the campaign go a step further and use the term “Mitt’s Bio.” Similarly, the Huntsman
campaign’s use of “Jon” was deemed sufficient, but perhaps could also be enhanced by adding
“bio” so it read “Jon’s Bio.”
Recommendation
• Avoid being too cute with navigation titles. Visitors can have very different interpretations
of what the links mean.
• Biography information should be listed as “Bio” or, alternatively “[Candidate Name]’s Bio.”

Participants placed importance on the whole biography of the candidate, but preferred the
biography to be succinct and broken up into sections with descriptive headers.
Most participants read the full biography, but many complained that the biographies were difficult
to skim. Participants preferred bios that included photos of the candidate.

Huntsman’s timeline was singled out as exceptional and a model other candidates should
consider emulating. Participants who visited the timeline often read and re-read every single
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word, visited each slide multiple times, and spent more than 10 minutes reviewing the timeline –
despite the fact that it’s buried at the bottom of the page.
“[The timeline’s] filled with facts.” – Democrat voter
Participants liked to see limited details about the candidate’s family. They praised candidates who
had pictures of their family that included children, but expressed reservations if the candidate
shared more detailed information about their children lives. In particular, participants did not like
the detailed descriptions of his children’s lives in Huntsman’s biographical video.
“I wish the video dwelled less on his children as accomplishments. I don’t see what that
has to do with [Huntsman] as president.” – Republican voter
Similarly, an entire page on Bachmann’s website is devote to the biography of her husband. One
participant in the same occupation as Marcus Bachmann liked the information, but two others
found the information extraneous.
“I’m more interested in finding out about her right now, not her husband.” – Mixed voter
It’s also worth noting that no other spouse of a candidate in this study has biographical
information posted on their campaign’s website.
In some cases, participants wondered about “missing years” from a candidate’s biography. For
example, one participant called the lack of information about Santorum before age 32
“concerning.”

Recommendation
• Break up large blocks of text with headers that correlate with natural periods of a
candidate’s life.
• Include enough personal information to demonstrate that the candidate has a wellrounded life, but focus on the skills and experience that are relevant to the presidency.
• All candidates should consider the timeline model from the Huntsman campaign.
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Task 3: Find information on the issue you think is most important in this
election
Most participants felt the most important issues for this election were the economy and
jobs.
A breakdown of participant’s most important issues is listed below.
Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Issue
Jobs
Economy
Taxes or social issues, like welfare
Economy
Economic recovery
Jobs & the economy
Healthcare
Economy
Role of government in spending, taxes, and foreign policy
Flat tax
Economy
Economy
Job creation
Economic growth
Economy & jobs

Participants frequently penalized candidates’ sites that did not include or make easily accessible
information on these issues.
When looking for information on the issues, participants favored navigation that was plainly
labeled as the candidate’s position on the topic area. For example, participants preferred titles
like “Jobs & the Economy” (Huntsman), “Jobs” (Perry/Romney), “Economy” (Cain) rather than
“Defender of the Tax Payer” (Santorum), which participants thought was too “nebulous.”
Participants expressed confusion over the difference between the meaning of the titles “American
Jobs, Right Now” and ”Job Creation and Growth” on Bachmann’s site.

Participants preferred candidates’ positions to be detailed in an easy-to-read format
characterized by the use of bullet points, strategic bolding, and brevity.
Campaigns that provided detailed positions on the issues in an easy-to-read format fared best.
Bachmann’s campaign site was often praised for its attractive presentation of the issues, which
participants associated with ease-of-use.
“I like the illustrations. And the fonts. It’s easy to read, well divided.” – Mixed voter
“Her information is straightforward. Consistent. Clean.” – Mixed voter
“This 11 point plan is broken out into sections, which I like.” – Republican voter
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While less aesthetically appealing, the participants liked the Cain campaign’s presentation of 9-99 Plan materials, in particular the bulleted list and use of bold typeface for important phrases.
“There’s a lot of information on this page, but it’s laid out they way I’d want to see it. I like
the bullet items. This feels like something I’d see at work, and I like that. It looks
professional. There’s highlights and bolding. I like the way this is presented.” – Democrat
voter
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Bachmann – Jobs page

Cain - 9-9-9 Plan page
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Candidates who fared best provided easy-to-find content on the issues. Cain and Bachmann won
several rounds based on the availability of content, even if the participant disagreed with the
candidate’s position. Conversely, Romney was repeatedly penalized because participants were
unable to locate the secondary navigation in the “Issues” section.
Participants frequently expressed frustration with content that attacked President Obama or the
other candidates, characterizing it as “unproductive” or noting that their motivation for visiting the
candidate’s website was to find out more about the candidate him/herself rather than to hear
attacks on a competitor. This was true regardless of political affiliation of the participant or the
candidates.

Participants often overlooked in-depth discussions of the issues because either they
couldn’t find it or it was buried several clicks away.
One of the primary problems with the
Romney website was that participants
couldn’t navigate the “Issues” page. The
secondary navigation does not stand out
against the background color. Every
participant overlooked it the first time they
visited the “Issues” page, and several
struggled at length to find it. One
participant never found it at all.

When the navigation was found,
participants complained that the text was
“too light,” “too gray,” and “too hard to
read.” Participants also expressed
frustration that the “Issues” header in the
secondary (gray) navigation wasn’t
clickable, although it appeared to be. One participant repeatedly clicked on the gray U.S.-shaped
icon before navigating away from the section altogether.

On the Perry campaign website, content relating to issues is buried several layers deep in the
site, and the lack of secondary navigation gives no indication to visitors that more detailed
positions on the issues are available.
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Click 1 Issues Landing Page

Click 2 Click on Jobs

Click 3Click on “Read Gov.
Perry’s plan to Energize
Jobs and National
Security.”

Arrive at
“Energizing American Jobs and
Security”

The issues landing page on the Perry and
Romney websites often contained a large
block of text after which participants were able
to find more detailed information. This
information frequently fell “below the fold” and
contained only a small text link to content that
was of major importance. Participants felt this
made information on issues more difficult to
find. Conversely, most participants praised
Cain’s presentation of issues, often browsing
through several different topic areas.

Recommendation
• Candidates should have easy-to-find secondary navigation throughout their websites.
• Links to additional materials about issues should be featured prominently.
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Task 4: Make a $10/month campaign contribution
Campaign contribution forms that are divided into two columns are more error prone.
In forms that were divided into two columns, participants were often scattershot in how they filled
in information. They were confused about whether to fill in related materials in the opposite
column, or to work their way down the page. Participants had to frequently scroll up and down to
complete the form. As a result, they often missed fields or additional explanations of why certain
information was required.

Perry’s contribution form, like that of many others, is
divided into two columns.

Huntsman’s contribution form is a single column broken
into sections, providing a streamlined workflow that was
easier for participants to use.

Recommendation
• Campaign contribution forms should be laid out in a single column, broken into distinct
sections.

Most participants believed that information about occupation and employer was collected
to judge their relative value to the campaign.
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Federal election law requires campaigns to report the occupation and employer of donors.
Although all sites noted this requirement, few participants noticed this disclaimer. Most thought
that candidates were collecting personal information in order to determine if they were a “blue
collar or white collar worker” or if the participant could afford additional contributions the
campaign.
Recommendation
• Separate all federal election required information into a single content area that’s titled
“Federal Election Law Information” and offset this area from the rest of the form with a
different background color.
• Provide an explanation of federal election law, how the information will be used, and
hyperlinks to more information from the Federal Election Commission website.
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Task 5: Sign up for newsletter
Most participants found it difficult to subscribe to email updates from campaigns. This is
due to a variety of reasons, not the least of which is that many candidates’ sites failed to provide
subsequent opportunities to subscribe to the newsletter after the participant had dismissed the
splash page (See Task #1).
The Bachmann and Huntsman campaigns both have email subscription forms in the header,
which participants found easiest to locate.

Perry’s email subscription form is located in the side navigation throughout the website, though
some participants were thrown off a bit by its displacement by the donation form on the
homepage.
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It’s worth noting that when participants were unable to located newsletter subscription option as a
fixed element of the site design (as seen above), they most frequently visited the “News” or
“Press” page, followed by the “Contact” page. Several participants filled out the contact form with
detailed information in the comments area requesting a newsletter.

Like any marketing campaign, participants viewed the progression of engagement with the
campaign as a process or funnel marked by milestones:
1. Visit site to find information.
2. Sign up for email newsletter.
3. Only after deciding to support the candidate would they volunteer, donate, or register.

“I think it’s too early for me to determine who’s my choice.” – Democrat voter
All participants stated that they would sign up for the email newsletter in situations where they
were serious about the candidate, but hadn’t yet decided to vote for him or weren’t ready to
donate/volunteer. Website registration was considered to be a higher level of engagement,
equivalent to donating or volunteering. Candidate websites which tried to short cut this process
by pressuring participants too early to volunteer or donate were often penalized.
“Just because I want the newsletter does not meant that I am a supporter and that I want
to go all out.” – Republican voter
A major cause of confusion is the use of the phrase “Join the Campaign”. This is related to
the funnel process detailed above. Participants indicated that “Join the Campaign” was too high a
level of commitment when they simply wanted to subscribe to a newsletter.
“I wouldn’t sign up for this [Join Team Cain] area until I decided that I want to support
Herman. I didn’t want to do this now.” – Republican voter
Similarly, while some candidates’ sites used the phrase “Join the Campaign” for subscribing to a
newsletter (Huntsman), others used the phrase to point users to advanced campaigning tools for
supporting the candidate (Cain). During testing, two participants mistakenly signed up to “Join
Team Cain” while trying to subscribe to the newsletter. Both participants realized the mistake
when the page prompted them for a date of birth and zip code information. (One participant
noted that the zip code should easily populate the county and state information.)
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In one case a participant bristled when the page reported she had “incomplete actions” on the
portal landing page, noting “I’m looking for basic information so I don’t like being told I’ve failed to
put in more information.”
Still other participants thought that “Join the Campaign” meant they would have access to “online
groups” or “an online community,” while others thought they’d receive “customized content with
information about the issues most important to me” by registering.

Recommendation
Perhaps more than any other usability issue in this report, the topic of newsletters, account
registration, and measuring engagement with candidates has the potential to become a defining
element of campaigns.
•
•

•

Candidates who pressure, or trick, voters into levels of engagement with which they are
not yet comfortable, risk alienating voters.
Conversely, candidates who fail to effectively mobilize voters with online tools which
match the voter’s level of engagement risk losing voters and wasting campaign funds on
more expensive forms of communication and vote gathering.
After optimizing their marketing sites early on in the campaign, campaigns should plan to
invest heavily in perfecting the conversion funnel, supporting tools, and voter portals with
usability testing and advanced analytics tools throughout the election cycle.

Candidates who do this best will have an advantage over competitors.
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Other Notes
Participants expressed frustration with both video content and video length on most
candidate websites.

Participants found Huntsman’s biographical video (5:04 in length) to be too long, too dramatic,
and too focused on his family with no substantive content about his stance on issues. Comments
about the video included:
“What a loser, the guy was so serious. A little dramatic [laughing]. It’s so dramatic and
mushy.” – Mixed voter
“I wish the video dwelled less on his children as accomplishments. I don’t see what that has
to do with him as president.” – Republican voter
“Enough. Enough. Enough. Make it stop.” – Mixed voter (after first 30 seconds)

Conversely, Perry’s videos won universal praise from participants. The video on the Perry
biography page, “Rick Perry: Time to Get America Working Again,” garnered the highest
approvals.
“By god, I’m about ready to run out the door and vote for that man. Well done video. Very
well done.” – Democrat voter

Participants were ambivalent about videos that featured only “moving text” quotes (Santorum) or
quick-takes from news segments (Cain). Nevertheless, they expressed a desire to view news
clips, interviews, and similar materials in their entirety. In one case, while watching the entire
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length of a 5:07 interview on the Santorum website, a participant reclined in his chair, took out a
blanket, and sipped on a soda while engrossed in the video.
“This is the most powerful marketing tool he’s had so far.” – Republican voter

Participants expressed interest in seeing video from a variety of news organizations, and
complained when candidates seemed to show video from only a single news organization.
Strangely, Cain’s videos were preceded by advertisements. This caused confusion with
participants, who did not expect a candidate’s biographical video to contain advertising for
anyone besides the candidate. In one case, the confusion was exacerbated because the
advertisement was for a fast-food franchise, an industry in which Cain spent his career.
Recommendation
•

In general, videos should last no longer than 90 -120 seconds or 175-225 words. This
recommendation holds true for any candidate “marketing” video.
o Videos that are prolonged excerpts from news stories and interviews are okay in
greater length, provided the user is aware of the length from the outset.

•

All videos featured on candidate websites should contain a “play” arrow in the video image
with a descriptive title and information about the length below.
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Additional Notes by Website
The pages which follow discuss additional findings for each candidate’s website, and, where
appropriate, provide recommended changes and justifications driven by participant behaviors and
comments.
These recommendations will improve each candidate website’s overall ease of use, while ensure
that the websites provide users with the information they need, and address areas where
participants experienced problems or found the interface unclear.
The findings and suggestions listed below are in addition to any findings that are listed above (i.e.
the campaign splash page issue).
Note that that due to the volume of information collected, this is not an exhaustive list of the
issues with each candidate’s website, but instead a collection of the most notable findings for
each candidate’s website.
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Bachmann - Homepage
Observations
All participants in this study found the
Bachmann website using Google. A couple of
participants were confused between links for
Bachmann’s U.S. House of Representatives
homepage and the campaign website, and
two visited the house.gov site before returning
to Google to find the right site.
While several participants noted there was “a
lot going on” on the homepage, most
participants responded favorably to the design
and layout.
One participant felt the rotating banner moved
too fast, and as a result the participant was
not able to read all the text before the next
banner appeared.
A majority of participants noted the multitude
of opportunities to donate from the homepage,
with one participant remarking “donate blasts
you in the face.”
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Bachmann - Email Updates Process
Step 2 of the Email Subscription process.
Observations
The Bachmann Email Subscription process is:

1. Enter email address and zip code into the box
located on all page headers and hit “Submit”
2. Arrive at Volunteer page (see left). Fill in
additional information and hit “Submit.”
3. Receive this email subscription confirmation
page:

While participants found it easy to located the email
subscription form, the page entitled “Volunteer” that
followed confused every one of the participants and in
the majority of cases caused participants to abandon
the process altogether. One participant circled the
“Volunteer” page title with their mouse and remarked,
“that’s not what I was trying to do.”
Recommendations
Retool the process so voters who sign up for email
updates receive a confirmation of their email
subscription immediately, with an invitation to provide
additional information and volunteer as a call to action
on the confirmation page. (See also information about
the voter commitment funnel elsewhere in this report.)
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Bachmann – Meet Michele video & navigation
Observations
Several participants noted that the dropdown
navigation for “Issues” and “In Your State” falls
behind the video on the page, instead of on
top. Participants indicated that while it didn’t
keep them from clicking on a menu option,
they couldn’t read many of the navigation
listings.

Recommendations
Have front end design team review code to
eliminate this bug.
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Bachmann – Google+ icon
Google+ on homepage

Observations
One participant noted that the Bachmann
homepage social media icons included
Google+, the participant’s preferred social
network.
The participant later noticed, however, that the
Google+ icon was not featured in the footer.

Recommendations
Add Google+ icon to footer.

No Google+ in footer
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Cain - Homepage

Observations
Immediately upon finding the homepage, the
majority of participants noted Cain’s picture,
which they described as “friendly” and “a good
picture of him.” One participant stated this
picture should have been the one on the email
splash page.
One participant commented that the logo
reminded her “of the Olympics.”
The page’s design was described as “not too
busy,” “not too overwhelming,” and “easy to
navigate.” That said, participants didn’t say
they liked the design so much as they found
nothing objectionable about it, with one
participant remarking “I can’t think of a better
way to do it.”
None of the participants understood the
Twitter feed on the homepage. While a
minority knew about Twitter, the majority did
not. One participant stated that she “doesn’t
know Twitter I’m not comfortable with that.”
Several participants noted that it was “weird
that half the page is dedicated to abortion.”
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Cain – Homepage (cont.)

Observations
Of the six candidate’s homepages, Cain’s was
the only one participants fully scanned. Every
participant scrolled down to the bottom of the
page, taking in and noting all the homepage’s
content.
Of the videos on the bottom of the page,
participants were mixed about which one they
would watch. Several noted the video on the
left did not have a title, while the video on the
right did. Participants did not know what to
expect from either.
A majority of participants played the left video,
which triggered a commercial that in all cases
was somehow related to the food service
industry. This confused users, who thought
the commercial was part of the video until at
least half way through. In one case, the
participant was presented with a commercial
for a fast food burger restaurant, which she
thought was related to Cain’s background
working for Godfather’s. “I was not expecting
that,” she said followed by “I’m a little
annoyed.”
Neither video met participants’ needs. The
one of the left, which was 15 minutes in
length, was described as “just too long” while
the one on the right “wasn’t really what I was
looking for – I wanted something that was
more a highlight of the issues.”
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Cain – Homepage (cont.)

Observations (cont.)
One participant stated they were “not a fan of
how the bottom of the page doesn’t line up”
and lacked “structural integrity.”
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Cain – About page video
Observations
Participants felt the header video on the bio
page was out of place and got lost in the
background.
One participant who watched the entire video
noted the dates listed at the inclusion of the
video (for early August 2011), were “several
months out of date.”
Videos with content that is obviously several
months old appear “stale.”

Recommendations
Because videos are more expensive to update
than web content and also not where voters
might first look for information about candidate
appearances, consider removing the material
from these videos when they’re next updated.
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Cain – Mobile App
Observations
A number of participants wondered about the
mobile app button, which was fixed at the
same location throughout the website, stating
“I would not have the mobile app on there.”
One participant suggested the campaign
“explain what the mobile app is and why you
would want to download the app.”
On the donation page (seen here), one
participant wondered “what’s this mobile app
thing? Another way to give money?” The
confusion was exacerbated when information
about donations by mail was located adjacent
to the mobile app download.
Recommendations
Move the mobile app download to another
fixed location on the website, freeing up
important horizontal space.
Explain the benefits of downloading the mobile
application and what voters can expect to find
in return for their extra time and effort.
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Huntsman - Homepage
Observations
The Huntsman campaign rolled out a redesign
to the website within 24-48 hours before the
study began.
Participants felt there was “an awful lot of stuff
on the page” with some describing it as “a
newspaper all about him.” One participant
noted that while “it’s a very pleasant looking
page and there’s a lot of information here if
you want to read it” there’s ”too much stuff.”
One participant stated the page “would take
me awhile to get through it all.” Another
participant stated he “had an overall negative
feeling on sight, and the site should be more
straightforward and to the point and easier to
navigate.”
Many participants said they liked that the page
was updated daily, which they could tell from
the dates adjacent from headlines.
Two participants noted the website reminded
them of Obama’s 2008 campaign website,
especially in terms of blue colors which they
described as “not aggressive” and “weak.” The
light blue behind the Huntsman logo was
singled out for scrutiny.
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Huntsman – Primary Navigation
Observations
Several participants found the use of the
candidate’s last initial before the words “Blog,”
“TV,” and “Press” in the primary navigation
confusing” or “conceited.”
Recommendations
Remove the letter “H” from the front of these
navigational items. Branded navigation is
most susceptible to becoming what we refer to
as “mystery meat navigation.” Seek first to be
understood.
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Huntsman – Biography Timeline
Observations
As mentioned elsewhere in this report,
participants found the biography timeline
incredibly engaging, often reading and rereading every single word as well as viewing
and commenting on multiple pictures on each
slide.
Nevertheless, some participants also found
navigating the timeline “difficult,” because “the
side buttons are too small” or “hidden” and
that they had to rely on navigation at the top of
the page instead.
Participants also observed that the timeline
was “buried at the bottom of the page” and
that it was “easily missed or overlooked.” It’s
worth noting that a link to the timeline is, in
fact, located at top of the page. However,
none of the participants ever saw or clicked on
it.

Recommendations
Enlarge the blue arrows at each side of the
timeline, and create a more generous
navigation region along the entire length of the
left and right side of each slide.
Replace the video at the top of the page with
an image of the timeline similar to the one at
the bottom of the page. Move a dramatically
shorted (2 mins or less), retooled version of
the video to the top right navigation area.
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Perry - Homepage
Observations
Overall, participants liked the Perry campaign
website, describing it as “organized,” “good,”
“well laid out” and “overall, very attractive.”
Two participants stated that elements
including the “blues” and the “striping behind
his logo” reminded them of Obama’s 2008
presidential campaign.
Of all the candidates, Perry garnered the most
comments on his appearance. Those
comments always began when participants
arrived on the homepage. Two participants
commented on his suits, with one remarking
“his suit looks like it costs more than I make in
a month.” Regarding the same picture,
participants described Perry’s demeanor as
“strong and confident” or “too old, intimidating,
and angry.”
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Perry – About Page
Observations
There are 1469 words on the Perry “About”
page, twice as many as any other candidate:
•
•
•
•
•

525 – Bachmann
795 – Cain
543 – Huntsman
695 – Romney
412 – Santorum

Contrary to all the other candidates in this
study, most participants did not want to read
the bio information for Perry. Participants
quickly scrolled through the page noting, “the
page seems very long” and that “I didn’t want
to scroll all the way to the bottom” or that “it’s
just a wall of text.”
One participant suggested the page be
“broken up into several other pages.”
Recommendations
Significantly pare down the biography text,
breaking it up into sections that discuss each
period of the candidate’s life and career.
Also consider adding a photo of Perry with his
wife and/or family.
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Perry – Donation Buttons
Observations
Some participants were confused about which
of the highlighted buttons was the “Submit”
button for the campaign contribution form.
The correct button is the light gray button to
the right of the page, while participants most
frequently first navigated to the lighter blue
box with their mouse. Occasionally
participants would click on the lighter blue box
before discovering it wasn’t a button, and
subsequently searched for and found the
submit button.
It’s worth noting that the light blue “Paid for by
RickPerry.org Inc.” button is duplicated with
another area at the bottom of the page in dark
blue.
A similar situation presents itself on the
homepage donation area.

Recommendations
Gray call to action buttons are weak and
difficult to located in general. In this case the
problem is amplified by the addition of other
button-appearing elements. Either remove
those elements, or change the calls to action
to a different, more dominant color (in this
case red is used throughout the site) and
significantly enlarge the button so the “Submit”
step is obvious and intuitive.
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Romney - Homepage
Observations
While one participant found the Romney
homepage “clean,” other participants found
“the pictures hard to look at” and the page
“jumps around a lot with a lot of different stuff”
with “all the topics but not well presented.”
Overall, participants felt the design was “not
very catchy” and “not very interesting.”
One participant stated the homepage was
“cumbersome” and that he “never really felt
like he was on the homepage.”
Another participant, comparing Romney’s site
to Perry’s, remarked that Perry’s site
“highlights signature issues” whereas
“Romney’s site is less focused.”
One Republican participant had a strongly
negative reaction to a hat featured on the
homepage during the time of the study. “I
don’t like the banner. They’re advertising a
hat that looks cheap.” The participant liked
the remaining banners, but reiterated his
distaste for the hat multiple times afterward.
Several indicated that they were “not very
impressed.” One Democrat participant noted,
“I expected more from Romney.”
Recommendations
Consider major revisions to the homepage
design (but not a complete redesign) with
thorough homepage usability testing prior to
launch.
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Romney – Primary Navigation
Observations
In our experience, we find that about half of
internet users don’t know that the logo usually
links to the homepage. On websites where an
explicit homepage link is not identified, these
users struggle to find the homepage again.
Because the Romney email collection splash
page featured a link that was not only below
the fold, but way down and somewhat hidden
from users, most participants found their way
to the Romney website by clicking on links in
on their Google search results that sent the
participant to a Donation page or the Issues
section homepage. Once there, most
participants were unable to find the
homepage. Some participants actually
believed the Donation page was the
homepage, which they felt was “greedy,”
“aggressive,” or a “gimmick.” One participant
entered “home” into the search box, but did
not receive information useful for finding the
homepage.
When we eventually directed them to click on
the Romney logo, one participant remarked, “I
would not have thought that I could click on
the logo.”
Recommendations
One of the biggest problems with the Romney
website is an easy fix: add a link to the
homepage in the primary navigation.
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Romney – Homepage Features
Observations
A couple of the older participants struggled in
the features area of the homepage with
clicking the right area to view that feature’s
content. Both participants repeatedly clicked
the smaller feature numbers in order to view
the feature content.
For example, immediately after finding the
homepage (which was a struggle), the
participant identified feature content – “On the
Road to Iowa” – the participant wanted to see.
After clicking on the “#2” icon in the feature
area several times, the participant declared,
“well, this isn’t working either. The website’s
just not working.” Eventually the participant
accidentally clicked the feature image, which
began taking him to the requested content.
“Well, that was confusing.”
Recommendations
The Romney website’s experience is death by
a thousand cuts. A problem like this generally
might not make it into a high level report, but
when coupled with the homepage navigation
issue, it becomes mission critical because it
further aggravates already frustrated users.
Consider removing the numbers from boxes
and shrinking them in size so participants view
them less as active navigation and more as a
visual cue.
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Santorum - Homepage
Observations
In his round versus Bachmann, Santorum
came closest to a win. As we’ve discussed
throughout this report, participants placed a
premium on substantive content often
penalizing those who were perceived to be
light on details. The win would have been
based on content, in particular the
participant’s dislike of Bachmann’s content
(which was characterized as “overly dramatic,”
“inflammatory,” and at times “grammatically
incorrect”) versus the comparatively “sparsely
detailed,” but inoffensive, content on the
Santorum website. In this round the
participant noted the Santorum website had
better content, but Bachmann had the overall
best experience.
The majority of participants noted the “strong
imagery of the Liberty Bell” on the homepage.
Subsequently, however, two participants
indicated that the page’s layout was heavily
influenced by it, and that the “layout could be
different [if they] use the Liberty Bell as a
background image.”
One participant characterized the homepage
content as “stacked” with information in
“columns and not rows.”
Another participant described the homepage
layout as “very strange.”
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Santorum – Primary Navigation
Observations
In one round of testing, Cain’s prevailed
“reluctantly”. In this case, the participant
preferred Santorum’s overall site design, but
the participant penalized the Santorum site
because “there aren’t a lot of links to find
information easily.” Only after the interview
had concluded and he’d selected Cain’s as
the site with the better overall experience did
the participant notice Santorum’s primary
navigation in the far right column.
Most participants indicated they were “used to
seeing navigation on the top or left.” As a
result, participants felt the site “is terrible with
the navigation on the right” or indicated they
would prefer navigation to be “on the
homepage” instead of off to the side.
One participant called it “Incredibly strange
that the navigation is on the wrong side and is
a background color.”

Recommendations
One participant suggested, “Rick needs to get
himself another webmaster.”
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About Normal Modes
Normal Modes is a user experience consultancy that offers a range of services
including usability testing, user experience (UX) design, and training.
We help companies create great experiences with websites and software. Our work is
methodical and practical, with the goal of delivering an engaging and useful
experience for the target audience that meets organizational objectives. Customers
love our work because it makes working with technology easy and enjoyable, and
companies love it because it's good for the bottom line.
We specialize in usability testing and user experience design for large, data-driven
websites and applications that require users to complete complex processes like those
found in oil trading applications, booking engines, eCommerce systems, and
specialized portals. We practice a user-centered design methodology that balances
business objectives and technical requirements, with the end user's needs, abilities,
and motivations. And we share our knowledge using the case study method in our
training workshops and webinars.

We find that the money
invested in creating a good
user experience pays for
itself by:
Increasing revenues;
Increasing productivity;
Decreasing training and
support costs;
Decreasing development
and maintenance costs;
and
Improving
customer
satisfaction and loyalty.

Usability

Know what your users actually think—not what someone thinks they think!
Everyone has an opinion but, when it comes to your website's functionality,
nobody's opinion is more important, or more valuable, than that of your users.
Usability testing a single website with 15 participants usually runs around
$22,500. To learn more visit normalmodes.com/usability.

Use Experience Design
Our end-to-end user experience (UX) design based on task analysis incorporates
best practices from user-centered design throughout the entire development
process. We specialize in large, data-driven websites and applications that require
users to complete complex processes like those found in oil trading applications,
electronic healthcare records, eCommerce systems, booking engines, and portals.
Starting at $25,000 depending on the scope of the project. To learn more visit:
normalmodes.com/ux.

Training
We offer in-house training workshops that use the case study method to teach a variety
of user experience and usability topics to corporate software teams. In-house
workshops start at $8,500. From time-to-time, we also offer public training events and
webinars. To learn more visit: normalmodes.com/training.
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